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Procuratorate in Beijing.2 The Contook control of a country with a weak,
stitution specifically stated that the
inflation-plagued economy, a failed government, and a history of more courts were to adjudicate cases independently, based solely on law,
than one hundred years of foreign invasions, imperialist domination, and that the procuratorates were to act independently of their local govbanditry, regional fragmentation, and civil wars. By 1956, the Party ernments. The constitution also included a list of citizens’ rights: equalhad restored order, unified China (except Hong Kong, Macao, and Tai- ity before the law, freedom of the press, speech, association, travel,
wan), and was well under way with the transformation from capitalism protest, and religious belief. Property rights (farmers’ rights to their
to socialism. The construction of a government and legal system based land, artisans’ rights to their tools, and capitalists’ rights to their facon selective adaptation of Soviet institutions played a significant part tories, and so on) were promised protection “according to law.”
in this successful transition. But assumptions, practices, and interests
So far, so good: few in the modern world, East or West, liberal or
specific to China’s situation meant that the resulting system, and the conservative, would disagree with judicial independence, independent
way it worked, was something more than an imitation of the Soviet oversight of government organs, and recognition of citizens’civil and
model. Continuities with Republican and even Qing institutions, and property rights. But in practice, the new institutions of law and govcultural assumptions and adaptations to the context of China, were as ernment were viewed from the philosophical perspective of legal inmuch a part of the new government and legal system as were Soviet- strumentalism: “Law is politics. It is a means to political ends.”3
style government organs and laws.
Government organs at all levels, laws, and law enforcement were all
The new Chinese state included a legislative branch (the National viewed as instruments the Chinese Communist Party could use to furPeople’s Congress), an executive branch, the State Council, and its ther its goals—consolidation and defense of the revolution, construcvarious subordinate ministries, including the Ministry of Public Secu- tion of socialism, economic development, and the reform of Chinese
rity (police), and two legal organs: the Supreme People’s Court and culture and society. Party members were to wield the “weapon of law,”
the Supreme People’s Procuratorate. The Supreme People’s Court ex- their actions guided, not simply by law, but by Party policy, which was
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1953 poster. Translation: Freedom of marriage, happiness, and good luck.
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Sinological Institute, Leiden University, The Netherlands.

understood to be superior to law. In practice, citizens could only exercise their constitutionally-guaranteed civil rights within the limits imposed by the Party; changes in law and policy could (and did)
completely undermine property rights.
The Communist Party had around three million active members in
1949. They were predominantly poorly educated men of farming backgrounds. Most were veterans of the war against Japan and the civil war
against the Nationalists.4 The Party had a Party Congress (over one
thousand delegates), a Central Committee (membership fluctuated from
nearly 100 to nearly 200), and a Politburo (fourteen to twenty-four
members). But real power was exercised by the five or six members of
the Standing Committee of the Politburo, headed by Chairman Mao.
At the provincial and local levels, small Communist Party committees
directed government activity.5 Throughout the Mao years, China’s top
leaders were a small group of increasingly old, often poorly educated
men (and a few women) whose main qualification was political reliability, earned by participation in the revolution. The many Party members and bureaucrats of the central, provincial, and local governments,
who actually designed and implemented policy and law were, however,
much more diverse in regards to age, gender, and training.
Party leaders at all levels maintained lists of government posts
(and posts in many non-governmental institutions, such as research
units and universities) to which only Party members would be ap-
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pointed. Party leaders drafted laws for the legislative organs to approve, and established policies that would guide government officials
in the implementation of law and in their daily work. At the county
level, the secretary of the local Communist Party Committee often reviewed and passed judgment on legal cases. Party leaders at the local
level implemented laws, but Party policy, set at the Party Center in
Beijing, guided them. In many cases, action was determined purely by
policy, with laws sometimes being drafted afterwards.
Party policy and law were often implemented by involving ordinary
people in the tasks of monitoring their neighbors and mediating conflicts.
Over the course of the 1950s, the regime built a system of residents’ committees, mediation committees, and local informers to assist the police
and the Party in keeping tabs on suspicious persons and activities.6 Common people were also drawn into the process of identifying and punishing social and political deviance by means of the campaign or “mass
movement.” In these campaigns, Party leaders mobilized all of or particular segments of the bureaucracy, the Party, and the people to pursue
a defined goal, which could be anything from killing flies to punishing
counterrevolutionaries. In the process of participation in campaigns, the
people themselves would be remolded as they contributed to the remolding of China’s economy, society, culture, and politics.
The first half of the 1950s saw a series of campaigns, including the
Land Reform Campaign (1950–52), the Campaign to Suppress Coun19

Both the Land Reform Campaign (1950–52) and
the Campaign Against Counterrevolutionaries (1951)
mobilized large numbers of ordinary people to
participate in the denunciation, public humiliation,
and punishment of men and women accused of
being landlords, spies, former Guomindang officials,
counterrevolutionaries, bandits, members of
religious sects, or simply hoodlums.
Both the Land Reform Campaign (1950–52) and the Campaign
Against Counterrevolutionaries (1951) mobilized large numbers of
ordinary people to participate in the denunciation, public humiliation,
and punishment of men and women accused of being landlords, spies,
former Guomindang officials, counterrevolutionaries, bandits, members of religious sects, or simply hoodlums.9 At these mass meetings,
carefully prepped representatives of the masses leveled virulent criticism against selected landlords and “ counterrevolutionaries.” Many
sessions ended with formal executions. Others descended into vicious
beatings and even spontaneous killing. While there are no reliable data
on the number of people killed, scholars estimate that anywhere from
one to five million died during these two campaigns.10

1951 poster. Translation: Suppress counterrevolutionaries, safeguard good circumstances!
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terrevolutionaries (1951), the campaign to implement the Marriage
Law (1950), the Three-Antis/Five-Antis Campaigns (1951–52), and
many campaigns aiming at the re-education of intellectuals and at
transforming China from a capitalist to a socialist economy. From 1957
through 1976, China underwent major campaigns, which were closely
associated with factional struggles at the highest levels of the Party. A
short list would include the Hundred Flowers and Anti-Rightist campaigns (1957), the Great Leap Forward (1958–61), the Four Cleanups
(1963), and the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976).7
The Party’s technique of using campaigns to implement policy
and law, combined with the leaderships’ fundamental distrust of intellectuals, meant that relatively few laws were drafted and promulgated
during the Mao era. Between 1949 and 1956, 845 laws were drafted or
issued; there were less than 200 per year between 1957 and 1959, and
fifty or fewer per year in the 1960s and 1970s, when, for ideological
reasons, law and lawyers were generally despised as remnants of bourgeois society.8 Most notably, China did not have criminal or civil codes
or a criminal or civil procedure law during the Mao era.
Law and Daily Life
Although few laws were promulgated, campaign techniques meant that
the law and legal organs (courts, procuratorates, and public security)
had a dramatic, often tragic, effect on ordinary people. We will consider a few specific examples.
20
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he Three-Antis/Five-Antis Campaigns (1951–52), while less violent, were also essential to the Communist Party’s remolding of
China’s economy and society. The Three Antis was a fairly restrained attack on “corruption, waste, and the bureaucratic spirit” among
government and Communist Party officials. The Five-Antis movement
involved government investigation of business persons accused of
bribery, tax evasion, fraud, theft of government property, and stealing
state economic secrets. Over 450,000 private commercial and industrial
enterprises, especially in Shanghai, were investigated. Ordinary people,
particularly employees of capitalist enterprises, were encouraged to submit denunciations of the capitalist bosses—either in person or anonymously. The resulting fines and other penalties seriously weakened these
businesses, forcing them to become joint state-private enterprises—
which was, of course, the first step toward nationalization.11 Communist Party policy, not law, was the guiding force behind these campaigns.
In fact, some key laws of the early 1950s were closely linked to campaigns. The “Act for Punishment of Corruption” (1952) and the “Regulations Regarding the Punishment of Counterrevolutionaries” (1951)
drew on the experience of the campaigns.
Not all laws, however, were the products of campaigns. For example, the new Marriage Law, which went into effect in 1950,12 drew
on a number of sources: Marx and Engels, Soviet law, the experience
and laws of the pre-1949 Chinese Communist base areas, and the laws
of the former Guomindang regime.13 The law was designed to revolutionize China’s rural culture and economy by re-defining marriage as
a relationship “based on free choice of partners, on monogamy, [and]
on equal rights for both sexes.”14 Husbands and wives were to have
“equal rights in the possession and management of family property,”
and women were given significant rights to property, maintenance, and
their children after divorce. The provisions of this law were so revo-
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The campaigns of the early 1950s built mass
support for the new Communist state by
attacking well-defined targets that most
people could be trained to hate
(if they did not despise them already): criminals,
spies, counterrevolutionaries, landlords,
corrupt businessmen
and elite intellectuals.
lutionary that the campaign ran into significant resistance in the rural
areas from some men and older women.15 Party leaders moderated the
implementation of the law in order to prevent rural men from becoming alienated from Party rule. Nonetheless, the Marriage Law of 1950
marks the beginning of a significant change in the legal and social status of Chinese women.16
While they did not generally involve laws, there were also a number of campaigns against intellectuals (i.e., people with any sort of
higher education or professional qualification). One campaign specifically targeted legal workers (lawyers, law school professors, judges,
and prosecutors). These people had been educated under and employed
by the Guomindang government and were therefore suspect. Other
campaigns targeted scholars and writers. The Campaign to Criticize
Hu Feng is a notable example.

H

u Feng (1903–1985), a poet and literary theorist who had been
involved in left-wing literary movements in the 1920s to1940s,
was the de facto leader of a loosely knit group of twenty to
thirty authors. While generally supportive of the Communist Party, Hu
and his friends disagreed with the increasingly rigid literary orthodoxy
imposed by the Party’s cultural leadership (which was dominated by
a man with whom Hu had a bad personal relationship). Because he and
his friends expressed their dissatisfaction in published articles and in
private correspondence, in 1955 Hu was criticized, then tried and sentenced to fourteen years in prison on charges of counterrevolution.17
His sentence was later extended. He was not released until 1980.18
By involving ordinary Chinese in mass movements to implement
laws and policies, China’s Communist Party leaders transformed their
country’s economy, politics, and society. The campaigns of the early
1950s built mass support for the new Communist state by attacking
well-defined targets that most people could be trained to hate (if they
did not despise them already): criminals, spies, counterrevolutionaries, landlords, corrupt businessmen, and elite intellectuals.
By contrast, the campaigns of the late 1950s, which linked to factional struggles within the Party, defined their targets more loosely. In
the Hundred Flowers Campaign, Chairman Mao called on intellectuals
to offer their honest criticisms of the government and the Communist
Party. When the critics (including many law students, lawyers, and legal
scholars) began criticizing the one-Party system and Marxism-Leninism, the Party responded with the “Anti-Rightist Campaign.” “Rightism” was vaguely defined, and Party leaders suggested that around five
percent of intellectuals were “rightists.”19 As a result, terror reigned in
institutions of learning and research, in literary and artistic circles, and

1960 poster. Translation: Organize contingents of the People’s Militia on a big scale.
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among professionals, including government officials. In the end, over
300,000 intellectuals were labeled as “Rightists,” their careers ruined.
Many spent most of the next thirty years in prisons and labor camps or
were sent to the countryside to “learn from the farmers.”20
Many more Chinese suffered terrible injustices in subsequent
campaigns throughout the 1960s, and particularly in the Cultural Revolution. Space does not allow for a discussion of these campaigns here.
This was more a matter of factional politics and social tension than of
government and law, narrowly defined. Indeed, law, government, and
the Communist Party itself were targets of the Cultural Revolution.
Nonetheless, the government bureaucracy and legal system established
in the first half of the 1950s continued to exist and operate throughout
the Mao era. For better or worse, it was this system that handled policing, trials, and punishment of common criminals and political offenders alike.
Criminal Justice in the Mao Years
Throughout the Mao era, the theory and practice of criminal justice
changed in response to changes in Party policy. From 1950 to 1956,
and again from 1962 to 1966 when a relatively moderate line prevailed,
legal experts worked actively on drafts of the Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure. From 1957 to 1961 (the years of the Anti-Rightist Cam21

Party leaders directed and coordinated the work
of the public security, courts, and procuratorates.
They also rejected as “unscientific” the concept of
“innocent until proven guilty.” If you had been
investigated, arrested, and charged with a crime,
then obviously, you were guilty.

until proven guilty.” If you had been investigated, arrested, and charged
with a crime, then, obviously, you were guilty. Nonetheless, not all trials ended in guilty verdicts. Data from 1957 to 1960 suggest that fourteen percent of trials ended with the defendant found not guilty or,
though guilty, not punished.21
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1965 poster. Translation: Never forget class hostility. Grasp the gun tightly.
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paign and the disastrous, anti-intellectual “Great Leap Forward”), and
again during the Cultural Revolution, the Party actively discouraged
the use of law, preferring instead the flexibility of policy. Despite these
changing attitudes toward law, there were elements of continuity in
China’s socialist legal system. These included fundamental assumptions about the nature and purposes of law, the politicization of criminal justice, and the use of reform through labor as a punishment.
As noted above, China’s legal system was based on the idea of
“instrumentalism.” Chinese leaders preferred laws that were purposely
drafted in simple, flexible language and applied under the guidance of
Party policy, that could be changed to respond to changing conditions.
In handling criminal offenses, Chinese prosecutors and courts were
free to apply laws and policies ex post facto. They could punish
offensive behavior that was not prohibited by law by drawing analogy
to a similar offense that was prohibited. “Bad” class background (for
example, being from a family of former capitalists or Guomindang
officials) could be regarded as an aggravating circumstance.
Although the 1956 Constitution stated that the courts were to decide cases solely on the basis of law, legal theory and practice firmly
rejected the concept of judicial independence. Party leaders directed
and coordinated the work of the public security, courts, and procuratorates. They also rejected as “unscientific” the concept of “innocent
22
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ecause justice was so highly politicized, and statistics often falsified or simply not collected (particularly during the Cultural
Revolution), it is impossible to give an accurate quantitative
picture of how the criminal justice system worked. Available data suggest that 24,477,591 cases (10,744,448 criminal; 13,733,143 civil)
were opened in Chinese courts from 1950 to 1965. Most of the civil
cases were marriage disputes and divorces. The criminal cases included
both counterrevolutionary offenses and common crimes (assault, theft,
rape, robbery, and so on).22 In addition, many more civil disputes and
minor criminal cases would have been handled outside the courts by
state-appointed mediators. Under the Security Administration Punishment Act (SAPA), the police could also impose administrative sanctions (including sentences of up to three years of “re-education through
labor”) for offenses against public order (including some political offenses) that were not serious enough to warrant criminal charges.23
Whether criminal offenders were brought to trial or punished directly by the police, the aim of the state was not merely to punish, but
to reform. The most heinous offenders, of course, were executed. In
many cases, death sentences were announced in mass meetings and
the offenders were publicly displayed before being taken to the execution grounds and dispatched with a single bullet to the back of the
head. Here, the intention was clearly to educate the public and, often,
to show that the state was doing justice and protecting the people by
killing criminals guilty of offenses such as murder or rape. But in the
vast majority of cases, the criminal was the target of reform.
The process of reform began with interrogation. “Leniency to
those who confess, heavy punishment for those who resist,” read a slogan often displayed prominently in police stations and repeatedly
drummed into the heads of suspects. Confession was regarded as the
first step toward reform. Although it was not legally required, it was,
in practice, an almost essential part of any criminal proceeding. This
emphasis on confession resonated with the theory and practice of imperial Chinese law, which had required confession, and with Soviet
law. It also fit well into the practical needs of the poorly trained and
poorly equipped police, who found it easier to force confessions than
to accumulate evidence through investigation. The use of torture to obtain confession, though illegal, was (and remains) common.
As a result, most trials were simply ceremonious occasions in
which the accused confessed his or her crime and asked for lenience.
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Failure to confess was considered evidence of a bad attitude. To appeal
one’s sentence, too, was evidence of resistance to the dictatorship of the
proletariat. Such resistance generally resulted in a heavier sentence.
Following the Soviet example, trials were inquisitorial: the judges interrogated and sentenced the accused, symbolically enclosed in a cagelike box displayed in front of them.24 In most cases, there was no
defense. In practice, the trial was merely a show: the sentence had been
decided ahead of time, either by the judges, working in cooperation
with the procuratorate and the police, or by the secretary of the local
Communist Party committee. This was informally referred to as “first
sentence, then trial.”

T

he guilty could be fined, sentenced to probation, or to a term of
“reform through labor.” As mentioned above, the police could
also sentence lesser offenders with up to three years of “re-education through labor.” In practice, reform through labor and re-education through labor were substantially the same—both based on the
Marxist belief that an individual’s material conditions of life and work
determine his or her subjective consciousness. By engaging in collective labor, prisoners were supposed to reform themselves, wiping out
the selfish, individualistic, bourgeois thought that had led them to commit crimes, and becoming “new socialist persons,” and “useful timber” for the construction of a new China.25 In both its theoretical basis
and its use for imprisoning political offenders, China’s reform through
labor strongly resembled the Soviet “Gulag Archipelago” so vividly
described by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. Harsh conditions and forced
labor were common to both. In the Chinese camps, prisoners were also
subject to intense psychological pressure intended to reconstruct their
personality and values.26
While there were labor reform camps in many parts of China, a
disproportionately large number of prisoners were sent to camps in the
Northwestern provinces of Qinghai, Gansu, and Xinjiang. This placed
prisoners far away from the centers of Chinese society and from the
supportive networks of friends and family, throwing them into complete reliance on the state—a reliance made more complete when, as
was very common, prisoners were forced to settle in areas near the
camps, even after completion of their sentences. In Xinjiang, a large
area in which the majority population were Muslims of Turkic Uighur
ethnicity, the policy of settling Chinese prisoners, both to remove them
from their home environment and to increase the Chinese ethnic component in the area, went back to Qing (eighteenth century) times.27
In practice, labor reform camps inflicted a good deal of misery on
their inmates, but seem to have accomplished little else. Prisoners were
poorly fed and clothed, especially during the famine years of the early
1960s that followed the disastrous Great Leap Forward of 1959.28 In
theory, the labor reform camps were supposed to both rehabilitate
criminal offenders and produce economic benefits for the state. In practice, there is little evidence to suggest that the camps truly reformed
prisoners. In the 1980s, Chinese experts on criminal justice considered
them no more than schools of criminality. While some labor reform
camps were profitable, on the whole the system became an economic
burden to the state.29
Conclusion
When discussing problems such as corruption, police torture, the difficulty of winning civil suits, and of enforcing court orders if one
should win, contemporary Chinese often lament that “our legal sys-
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tem is not yet completely constructed” (fazhi hai mei jianquan). In a
sense, they are right. China’s body of civil law and its private legal
profession are still struggling to come up to the levels necessary to
manage a booming, internationalized economy. China’s police and
court personnel, while much more professional than during the Mao
period, are still poorly educated, poorly trained, and poorly equipped.
Nonetheless, the strongest characteristic of China 's legal system
is its design, not a lack of 'completeness.' Although the campaigns of
the Mao era are gone, the fundamental structure of China 's legal system is still based on the ideas and institutions of the 1950s. The legal
apparatus of public security, courts, and procuratorates are still tools in
the hands of the ruling Communist Party. The people’s congresses at
national, provincial, and lower levels have more power than they had
in the Mao era, but in the final analysis, the business of government is
still dominated at the center and at the local levels by small groups of
(mostly male) Party leaders.
These leaders can still exercise overall leadership over police,
courts, and procuratorates, thus undermining any theoretical checks
and balances between these three organs of criminal justice.30 Government and law post-1979 have had a far more positive effect on the
23

1953 poster. Translation: Elect good people to do good things.
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lives of average Chinese than during the years of Mao Zedong’s misrule. For better or worse, many government and legal institutions and
techniques established in the 1950s are still a part of China today. n
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